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About This Game
Camp W puts you in the role of a young Witch experiencing their first ever summer away from home at sleepaway camp. But
there’s a twist! (Isn’t there always?) Though you’re from the Witching Realm, where magic is commonplace, you’ll be enrolling
at a summer camp for Humans who have long since forgotten that Witchcraft exists. While summering in the Human Realm,
you'll have to conceal your identity and make sure not to get caught practicing your craft. Make friends, cast spells, and uncover
secrets during your first ever summer away from home. Welcome to Camp W!

Features
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Friending Simulator - Camp W is filled with interesting characters, but everyone can’t be your best friend -- that would be
exhausting. You’ll have to decide which campers interest you the most and then get to know them and their stories over the
course of your playthrough.
Mysteries Await - There’s more to a summer at Camp W than kickball and friendship bracelets. Discover secrets about the
history of the Witching Realm and battle evil forces who threaten to rain on your summer fun.
Get Your “Choose” On - You decide which camp activities to attend, which questions to ask, and how you want to respond at
critical moments throughout the game. One playthrough won’t be enough to explore every path of this branching story.
A Hand-Drawn World - Visit more than twenty beautifully illustrated locations--during the day and at night--and hang out with
fifteen fun characters, all of which feature a range of fun poses and expressions. Not to mention your Grimoire, which will fill
up with drawings as you play through the game.
Collectables Galore - Cast 12 different spells, earn 18 unique badges, and unlock 60+ illustrated memories. You’ll have to
replay the game to see them all, but it’s worth it--and you’ll earn achievements along the way.
All-Ages...But Not Just For Kids - Camp W was designed to be enjoyed by all ages, and we mean it. Youngsters and adults
alike will find a lot to love about the story, dialogue, humor and drama throughout the game.
Original Score - A complete score featuring more than a dozen tracks composed just for this game by talented composer and
musician Davey Thomas Tucker. Listen to it online for yourself right here!
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Fleet Scrapper is a game that I enjoyed very much during my playthrough. I was not able to play during Alpha nor Beta testing
and this was my first gameplay. I was not disappointed when playing this game. The creators of this game took their time to
make it well thought out game design and visually appealing. The game difficult keeps you interested and you can change it at
any point if you feel that the game is too hard.
One of the great things about this game is the different ships you can unlock during the gameplay. Each ship has a unique
design, followed by their capabilities. There is even a special ship you can unlock after dying a certain amount of times. Each
unlock is different as previously stated. The story is good and the characters in the story has subtle humor, making likeable
characters. I even laughed at a few of their interactions.
As for my final thoughts on this game, if you're looking for a good time to spend countless hours on something that is
challenging, Fleet Scrapper is the game to play. You get rewards via ship unlocks that gets you excited to play the game even
more. I feel that the creators spent a lot of time and work to put together this finished game. Although the game is simple, it is
very addicting. Once you start playing, it is hard to stop playing the game, trying to beat your own record on previous levels, or
progressing through the game. On a side note; do you feel like you want an extreme challenge? Play on Rogue level! That is
where one mistake can end your run. I found it very enjoyable, trying to not make a mistake on the rogue level.
My personal rating that I would give is 10\/10. I feel it is a cheap and fun game to play. I would highly recommend Fleet
Scrapper. You could spend hours on it at a time, and you would still have a lot of fun.
. wont even launch. what a load of bollox. I can't help but be disappointed by this game.
I first saw Nakawak on Instagram and, after looking at some of the posts, I found the Kickstarter page. By the time I found that
page the campaign was over, funded successfully. I fell in love with the everything about the game through Instagram and
Kickstarter and I would have gladly backed it had I known at the time. The art style and game mechanics seemed so similar to
Game Boy\/Color games, which are some of my favorite games of all time, so buying it was a no-brainer for me.
Then I played it.
The controls are fine; nothing to be excited about but get the job done. The main issues I have are with the actual
game\/level\/boss design.
The invincibility frames for the character are a joke. Invincibility after being hit by an enemy is a way to achieve balance in
game design; unless your mechanics are geared towards one-hit kills, this should give players enough time to recover and
restructure themselves so they can have a fair chance at overcoming whatever obstacle is challenging them. Most of the time I
couldn't help but feel cheated out of my health because when being hit by an enemy, not only is the invincibility short, the
character goes into a "hurt state", where I lose complete control. This is very common in most games (i.e. Mega Man, Metroid,
Castlevania, Zelda, etc.) but the difference is they are able to balance invincibility and the "hurt state", because if they didn't,
the player would then be tossed around with no way to recover, especially if surrounded by multiple enemies, which is what
happened a lot in Nakawak.
The boss\/level design leave something to be desired. They all seem like they're on some sort of "timer". In order to beat them
you follow the same formula; hide behind a wall avoiding their projectiles and when it's safe to approach, attack them then run
away before they touch you, rinse & repeat. This is very tedious to say the least and all of the bosses are formatted this way. It
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would just have been more enjoyable for me if at least some of the bosses were able to challenge me in a way that tested my
actual ability as a gamer, not following some continual timeline. This whole concept is exacerbated with the green boss who is
planted on the ground. Not only does it have you follow the same formula I described above, after you damage that boss a
certain amount of times, the pattern changes. Again, this is something that games often do; change the pattern or increase the
difficulty of a boss after their health reaches a certain point. However it was particularly bad with this boss because the level
design did not support the change in pattern. That coupled with the fact that he deals 2 health to you with every hit you take (at
the start of the fight I had max health which was 5) and the invincibility issue just made me feel it could have all been avoided
with better boss and level design.
I really was excited about playing Nakawak when I first saw it and was disappointed because I just did not enjoy it. But with that
being said, these are my own opinions and if you're reading this deciding on whether or not to buy it, don't let my review stop
you. This is intended to share some of the frustration I had with the game and just suggest how it can be better. That's all. I'm
always open to hearing what other people thought about it; maybe I'm seeing it in a closed-minded way.. y does this exist. I see
the potential in this game it seems very fun with friends to mess around with however my friends don't want to play this game
with me :c so im stuck with it alone f e e l s b a d m a n. Been in love with Hacker Evolution series since Exosyphen Studios
released first one. Been long time without new one so I was really happy to hear that more is coming. Probably going to be the
best one so far :)
Framework is nice and bug fixing is really fast so far. Not much content at the moment but still I know that this wont be waste
of money - thanks to Robert. And before current patch I actually spent so much time to beat the first level. I found adjusting
CPU/Firewall a bit hard before I realised that I can just mouse click where ever I want the bar to be.
Will gladly wait for future patches.. What a Nice Game!
. I think i wouldve really enjoyed this game, if only it wasnt for the fact that putting it at 1920x1080 would put the game off
centered to the right.. Cannot play. Game loads, screen starts flickering like crazy, that is not playable at all! (Win10 and my PC
exceeds this game requirements).
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This was pretty bad. The story is boringly simple and unrealistic. The characters lack any form of depth or even worse they lack
any kind of personality at all. The game fails to transport what it wants to tell you.. that... what? War is horrible? That people
can drift apart in favour of other people? That bad things can happen to good people and good people can do bad things? If this
is what the game wants to transport, it does it really, really poorly to the point that it was downright annoying to play for me.
Moreover there are loose threads everywhere because a lot of things are just happening conviniently in favor of the story and are
left forgotten afterwards. It\u00b4s definitely not worth the asked price. I bought it for under 1\u20ac and still think it
wasn\u00b4t worth the money.
(I played it twice for the ending choice - btw the only choice that changes anything as far as I can tell - but I played it in offline
mode in case anybody is wondering about my playtime.). WUT? ....
xbox version has editor, but not PC version? ...
:(
That's the only reason i played it....
waaaaaaa! :"(
. very good overall for any Slav life fan. waiting on newer features and very regular updates keeps the game going nicely, kind
of a learning curve but overall great game.

maybe add military and police stations ? or reactor issues #Chernobyl ?. BEST 2D GAME!!!. Not worth any amount of money..
Looks and plays more like Cat Lady than the 2009 version of Downfall, so if you liked Cat Lady you will probably like 2016's
Downfall. Completed the game in one sitting in about 4.5 hours. B-movie storyline is very nice. Art style is pretty great too
though I guess not everyone will like the choice of black and white palette with occasional splashes of color. Music and overall
sound design are just too good.
Nightmare-inducing 2009's Downfall is included in the package so it's the safe recommendation from me. In my opinion that
game had superior artstyle and I also liked the much darker feel to it. That game was dope.. + The game made me laugh
+ Very amusing cartoonish characters
+ Excellent graphics
+ Fast-paced
+ Nice soundscape
- Game crashed when I went into the options screen
Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/XH00oWgYook
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